As is well known, every Borel measure in a metric space S is regular, *' provided that S is the union of a sequence of open sets of finite measure. ^' It seems, however, not yet to have been noticed that this theorem can be easily extended to all spaces with Urysohn 1 s ff F-property", i.e., spaces in which every closed set is a countable intersection of open sets (we call such spaces "F-spaces"). Indeed, various theorems are unnecessarily restricted to metric spaces, while weaker assertions are made about F-spaces. •*' This seems to justify the publication of the following simple proof which extends the theorem stated above to F-spaces.
4)
Let m be a (non-negative) measure defined on a cr -field M of subsets of a topological space S. A set E € M is said 4 >i is the g.l.b. of the measures of all open sets which contain E. A Borel measure is a measure defined on the Borel field in a topological space S, i. e. on the least set family containing all open sets in S and closed under countable unions and c omplementation.
2) Cf. [3] , p. 660.
3) r -,
Thus, e. g. , Schaerf [4] limits his Theorem 8 to metric spaces, while a weaker Theorem 3 is proved for F-spaces. Saks [2] , p. 153, likewise unnecessarily weakens his assertions about measures in F-spaces.
4)
Called o"-algebra in [1] .
Canad. Math. Bull, vol.7, no. 1, January 1964 to be regular if, for every real e > 0, there are two sets F,G*M such that FC EC G, m(E-F) < e , m(G-E) < t , with F closed, and G open in S. If all members of M are regular, the measure m is referred to as strongly regular. As is readily seen, each such measure is regular, but the converse is not true. The triple (S,M,m) is called a measure space. (S e M).
LEMMA. In every measure space (S,M,m), the family R of all regular sets is a field of sets. If, further, m(S) <oo, then R is a Q" -field.
Proof.
R is obviously closed under complementation, as follows by replacing the sets E, F, G in the definition of a regular set by S-E, S~G and S-F, respectively. To prove closure under unions, let A,B e R.
Then there are sets
As is readily seen, the open set Q u e and the closed set F KJ F' satisfy the conditions of regularity with respect to AljB.
Thus AUB^ R, and R is a set field. 
